Design of Clothes Line for Flats in Surabaya
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Abstract - Flats in Surabaya had the limited land for drying
clothes, how to utilized the limited space for enough capacity of
drying clothes with a clothesline. Descriptive reasearch method
that used survey methods and case studies was a method of direct
observation through questionnaires and interviews to object field
case studies (Gunungsari Flats in Surabaya), that obtained
physical data was taking picture where drying clothes, plans of
utilities, environmental conditions and non-physical data how to
activitied of drying clothes, positions of a clothesline, dimensions
of a clothesline. Then performed the analysis was the analysis of
space, the resident behavior analysis, the number and size of
clothing analysis, anthropometry, the materials & systems
clothesline analysis, the forms & colors clothesline analysis,
competitors qualitatively. Research results of clothes line
products was placed in ceiling kitchen space, with the horizontal
position, had the size: length of clothes line product maximum of
200 cm & width 60 cm. There are 2 (two) stainless steel rods as a
clothes line hanger and additional bars in the middle for an extra
clothesline; average number of clothing was 4-7 clothing per day; used in the ceiling suspension system and a folding system to
lower position that assisted the hook tool to up & down the
clothings.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The house is one of the basic human needs that will
continue to exist and evolve according to human life. Socially,
the house also serves as a symbol of status, a level of
prosperity and the way of investment (Subkhan, 2008).
Flats is one type of house, which is essential in order to
overcome the limitations of land, especially in urban
population densities. One of the slum conditions that look in
the flats, is the activity of drying clothes. Activities of drying
clothes carried out all residents of flats in daily life at a
particular time and place. Differences behavior of each person
for drying clothes depends on their understanding and
perceptions of these activities. The space of clothes line is a
part of the zoning service in residentials, which have a major
role in determining the life style, culture and aesthetics
inhabitants (Masiming, 2008). Residents often overlook the
place of drying clothes in a building, which can interfere with
the comfort and aesthetics.
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Figure 1. Clothes Drying Line in Flats
Sources: Personal Documentation (2013)

Flats have the limited land for drying clothes.
Residents of flats use anyland in room for drying clothes, so
that the result is irregularity flats, appears dirty and looks
dirty. It is necessary for research that can develop design of
clothesline product, which suitable for flats and many
capacities of clothing.

II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

A. The Design
The design is a human activity, to create an
environment and artificial object, which is processed from
nature. This object is, then to evolve through innovations that
create a life of human culture for the better (Sachari, 2007).
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Some aspect of the design are:
1) Anthropometry is the science related to the
measurement of the dimensions and the way to apply certain
characteristics of the human body (Roebok, 1994).
2) The shape is determined by three dimensions:
length, width, and height. The shape of object can be closed
and filled, be sealed and contains, be opened.
3) The color is able to provide beauty and aesthetic
value. In addition, the color is also considered to have an
influence on a person's psychology.
B. The Clothes Line
The clothesline is a product for drying clothes that
have been through the washing process. There are still a lot of
residents wear process of clothes drying manually by using
the energy of sunlight, although today many tech tools for
drying clothes. The space of clothes line is a part of the zoning
service in residentials, which have a major role in determining
the life style, culture and aesthetics inhabitants (Masiming,
2008). The position of clothesline can be attached to the wall
or can be placed on the floor. The system of clothesline can be
folded or hung. The materials of clothesline are plastic,
aluminum, wood, stainless steel, bamboo and mix of
materials. The sizes of clothesline are the large size 150x 95
x138 cm, the medium size 115 x 68 x 101 cm and the small
size 86 x30 x 90 cm.
C. The Clothing
The term popular in the Indonesian language can be
interpreted as fashion apparel. Scope of clothing in this
discussion is not entirely related to clothing, also includes all
household items made from fabrics and shirts like sleeping
room fixtures: sheets, pillow cases, fixtures living room,
dining room and kitchen: tablecloths, napkins, curtains, bath
fixtures : towels and so forth.
D. The Flats
According to Republik Indonesia Law No.16 of 1985
concerning the Flats. “The Flats became the answer to limited
land for housing in urban areas. The purpose of the
government to put the groups of low-income citizens, in order
for them to live decent lives in the home healthy, humane and
simultaneously leads his life”.
Based on the principal activity of flats unit, the type of
space available in each unit of flats is: (1) living /family room,
3 meters x 3 meters, contains a minimum of guest chairs and
tables, (2) bedroom, contains a king sized bed No. 2, table and
cupboards, (3) kitchen, approximately 1.2 meter x 2.4 meter,
(4) bathroom & WC, a minimum of 1.2 meters x 1.2 meters,
contains the tub and toilet.

III.

unit flats are studied, is a case study of unit flats in Surabaya
(Flats Gunungsari), which is inhabited by the family,
consisting of father, mother and a child with a life of more
than one year and focuses on the design, without discussing in
the field of civil construction.
Through observation, documentation and interviews
obtained primary physical data (the plans of flats unit, the
plans of drying clothes space, the plans of utilities, the plans
of environmental conditions, infrastructure) and primary nonphysical data (an explanation of how activism drying clothes,
the position of clothesline and the dimensions of clothesline in
flats).
The collected data are primary data (the result of
observation, questionnaire, documentation and interviews in
units of flats in Gunungsari flats Surabaya) and secondary
data ( the scientific study on the clothesline, clothes and flats,
study of anthropometry (body dimensions), study materials
(material clothesline) through the Journal. Books, internet),
then performed the analysis was the analysis of space, the
resident behavior analysis, the number and size of clothing
analysis, anthropometry, the materials & systems clothesline
analysis, the forms & colors clothesline analysis, competitors
qualitatively, the spatial analysis (analysis of rooms used for
drying clothes), clothing analysis (analysis of the amount of
clothes respondents), anthropometric analysis (dimensional
analysis the human body), material analysis (analysis of
materials for product clothesline clothing), systems analysis
(analysis system suitable for product clothesline).
Based on the analysis of use & need clothes line at
flats, obtained the concept of product design is Easy Use and
Strong, which aims to provide the clothesline product used
easily in the limited space conditions.

IV.

RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS

A. The Object Observations on the Family Case Unit Flats
The object case study house rental flats Gunungsari
Surabaya inaugurated in 2011, is a relatively new flats in
South Surabaya as well as one of the best house rental flats in
Indonesia, located in the heart of Surabaya.
The flats of Gunungsari consist of 3 (three) blocks
(Blocks A, B - Right and B -Left), five floors per block, 268
units of dwelling. The size of dwelling units is 34 square
meter, feasible to be occupied for residents for four persons,
are father, mother, and two children.
The most of population are occupied by families who are
victims of demolition stren Jagir river. Gunungsari Flats have
22 stands of store and the public facilities (badminton court,
mosque, parking lots, sewage, reading garden, children's
playground and other infrastructure).

RESEARCH METHODS

The research methods use descriptive survey methods
and field case studies,which the data obtained from direct
observation via questionnaire or interview. The scopes of the
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Figure 5. The drying clothes at Surya Adi dwelling Units
Sources: Personal Documentation (2013)

3) Family of Agus Ali was 27 years old, lived on the 3rd
Floor, Block A, No.2. They use wooden clothesline hung
horizontally. The activities of drying clothes were carried out
by hanging clothes on the kitchen room. The length size of
clothesline was +1.12 m.

Figure 2. Gunungsari Flats in Surabaya
Sources: Personal Documentation (2013)
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Figure 6. The drying clothes at Agus Ali dwelling Units
Sources: Personal Documentation (2013)
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Figure 3. The plan of dwelling Units
Sources: Personal Documentation (2013)

Some of the families surveyed, namely:
1) Bashori family was 32-year-old, lived on the 2nd
floor, Block B-Left, No.11. They use horizontal wooden
clothesline which ends attached to the wall. The activities of
drying clothes were carried out by hanging clothes on the
front of the room. The length size of clothesline was +2.3
meters.

The conclusion of case study was the most of family
put down clothesline in the kitchen room. The most model of
clothesline was the hang models. The materiasl of clothesline
were alluminum, wire and wood. The placement of clothesline
was vertical and horizontal clothesline. The size of clothing
were the varies size of small (S) to Large (L).
B. Analysis & Result
The activities of analysis & the result were included :
The analysis of space determined the space of using for
drying clothes, the location and the position of clothesline.
The results of the questionnaire were:
1) the determination of the questionnaire results in
Space Flats unit were 71% of the respondents chose the room
in the kitchen, 29% of respondents chose in the front room
and in the bathroom. The balcony and the other did not have
the option of respondents.

Figure 4. The drying clothes at Bashori dwelling Units
Sources: Personal Documentation (2013)

2) Family of Surya Adi was 33-year-old, lived on the
3rd Floor, Block B-Left, No.9. They use aluminum clothesline
strung horizontally attached to the ends of the wall. The
activities of drying clothes were carried out by hanging
clothes on the kitchen space. The length size of clothesline
was 2.22 meters.
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Figure 7. The analysis of the space of drying clothes
Sources: Personal Analysis (2013)
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2) the determination of the questionnaire results at location
of a clothesline were 86% of respondents put the clothesline to
hang on the ceiling, 14% of respondents put a clothesline on
the wall.

aluminum material and 14% of respondents chose a plastic
material.

Figure 10. The analysis of the materials of drying clothesline
Sources: Personal Analysis (2013)
Figure 8. The analysis of the location of drying clothesline
Sources: Personal Analysis (2013)

3) the determination of the questionnaire results at
clothesline position were 100% chose the above position, 0%
chose the position to the right or left.

2) The determination of the questionnaire results of the
clothesline system was: 78% of respondents wanted a
clothesline with a suspension system, 11% of respondents
want the folding system and the stuck system.

Figure 9. The analysis of the position of drying clothesline
Sources: Personal Analysis (2013)

Figure 11. The analysis of the systems of drying clothesline
Sources: Personal Analysis (2013)

The analysis of the quantity determined the amount of
clothing at clothesline. The results of the questionnaire were:
the determination of the questionnaire results of the amount of
clothing were 4-7 clothings which the size Large (L), Extra
Large (XL), Medium (M) and Small (S). The placement of the
clothes on a clothesline position was opposite direction, so
that it can accommodate the ideal number of 15 clothings.

The shape & color analysis determined the shape and
color of a clothesline. The results of the questionnaire were:
1) the determinition of the questionnaire results of the
shape clothesline were: 71% of respondents chose the form of
a straight, 29% of respondents chose the combined form, 0%
of respondents chose the form of curved and diagonal.

The anthropometric analysis determined the size of the
clothesline. The anthropometric data needed by researchers
that adapted to the needs of the product. Reach your hand up:
194.3 cm, arm reach forward: 70 cm, to the side: 59.9 cm,
height standing upright: 153.3 cm, length of the palm of the
hand: 17.1 cm.
The analysis of materials and systems determined the
clothesline of material and system. The results of the
questionnaire were:
1) The determination of the questionnaire results of the
material clothesline was: 57% of respondents wanted a
clothesline of stainless steel, 29% of respondents chose
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Figure 12. The analysis of the shape of drying clothesline
Sources: Personal Analysis (2013)
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2) the determination of the questionnaire results of the
color clothesline were: 100% of respondents wanted a bright
colors clothesline (pink, yellow, light blue, etc) , 0% of
respondents chose dark colors clothesline (black, gray, purple,
etc).
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Figure 12. The analysis of the color of drying clothesline
Sources: Personal Analysis (2013)

Based on the result of analysis and user needs
clothesline for flats, can be concluded that the clothesline was
in the room, which the placement of clothesline was
horizontal position. There had a maximum length size of 200
cm and a width size of 60 cm. The clothesline material was
stainless steel. The average number of clothes in the sun was 4
-7 clothing per-day. The system of clothesline was the hang
system which the position clothesline was hung at the ceiling,
to lower position that assisted the hook tool to up & down the
clothings. The colors of clothesline was bright colors.
C. Design Concept & Implementation
Based on the analysis of use & need clothes line at
flats, obtained the concept of product design is Easy Use and
Strong, which aimed to provide for the residents of the flats
that use clothesline products easily. The users can hang
clothesline with limited space conditions. The product was
made from steel steel material, which had a strong resistance
clothesline and also had a good resilience to corrosion.
The product of clothesline was placed at the top of the
kitchen space, which hung at the ceiling of the kitchen space,
that used when the clothes are a little dry. If the clothings
were still wet, be placed at a clothesline that hung at the
bathroom ceiling.
The application of the concept of easy to use and
strong product design clothesline was: 2 (two) stainlees as
iron hanger clothes line, each one (1) size 60 cm iron rod
mounted vertically straight shape, combined with the end of
the rod shaped box corners are not taper measuring 40 cm x
40 cm, stainless steel bottom given the size of 5 cm x 60 cm
which serves as the clothesline. Then 3 (three) stainless steel
rods along the horizontal length of 125 cm - 200 cm mounted
parallel to a distance of about 13 cm, associated with iron
hanger on the left and right. Designs can be seen as shown
below :
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Figure 13. Designs of clothesline at Gunungsari Flats in Surabaya and
equipment for drying
Sources: Personal Documentation (2013)

The positive aspects clothesline design was the position
clothesline at the ceiling of the room with a hang system, that
did not interfere the furniture below. There was made of
stainless steel so it is not easy to corrosion and hold the load
of laundry. There was 2 stainless steel rod as a clothesline
hanger with each rod ideally accommodate 15 clothesline with
a distance of 13 cm, with a standard design but still sturdy and
strong in the weight-bearing clothesline. The negative aspects
clothesline design was a system did not have to up and down
the clothesline. Because there was not any systems then there
was difficulty when using a clothesline.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

The service facilities of dwelling units in flats have limited
space. Residents have difficulty for drying clothes, then
required a clothesline products that can utilize the space
limitations. After conducting a scientific study , obtained an
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easy use and strong of clothesline products concepts, which is
expected to be a solution and in accordance with the needs of
residents in flats as well as reduce slums for the bad
clothesline. The results of the product design put clothesline
hanging above the kitchen ceiling space (could also hang on
the ceiling of the bathroom space), so isn’t disturb the position
of the furniture and the activity in the kitchen, wearing
stainless steel that hold the load of laundry and not easy to
corrosion. Design of clothesline is easy to use and powerful so
fit the size of a kitchen / bathroom space and can hold enough
laundry. There are still many lacks such as when using a
clothesline is still struggling to raise and lower the clothesline,
then that needs a tool to put the laundry on the clothesline. So
for the future, design of clothesline product still needs to be
refined.
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